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Foreword
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ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) is a worldwide federation of national standards
bodies (ISO member bodies). The work of preparing International Standards is normally carried out
through ISO technical committees. Each member body interested in a subject for which a technical
committee has been established has the right to be represented on that committee. International
organizations, governmental and non-governmental, in liaison with ISO, also take part in the work.
ISO collaborates closely with the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) on all matters of
electrotechnical standardization.
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The procedures used to develop this document and those intended for its further maintenance are
described in the ISO/IEC Directives, Part 1. In particular, the different approval criteria needed for the
different types of ISO documents should be noted. This document was drafted in accordance with the
editorial rules of the ISO/IEC Directives, Part 2 (see www.iso.org/directives).
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Attention is drawn to the possibility that some of the elements of this document may be the subject of
patent rights. ISO shall not be held responsible for identifying any or all such patent rights. Details of
any patent rights identified during the development of the document will be in the Introduction and/or
on the ISO list of patent declarations received (see www.iso.org/patents).
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Any trade name used in this document is information given for the convenience of users and does not
constitute an endorsement.
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For an explanation of the voluntary nature of standards, the meaning of ISO specific terms and
expressions related to conformity assessment, as well as information about ISO's adherence to the
World Trade Organization (WTO) principles in the Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT), see www.iso.org/
iso/foreword.html.

This document was prepared by Technical Committee ISO/TC 43, Acoustics, Subcommittee SC 2,
Building acoustics, in collaboration with the European Committee for Standardization (CEN) Technical
Committee CEN/TC 126, Acoustic properties of building elements and of buildings, in accordance with the
Agreement on technical cooperation between ISO and CEN (Vienna Agreement).
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This second edition cancels and replaces the first edition (ISO 10140-2:2010), which has been technically
revised.

— in Clause 3, the terms and definitions have been updated;

A list of all parts in the ISO 10140 series can be found on the ISO website.
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— in Clause 8, the title has been changed to “Measurement uncertainty”.

ted

— in Clause 2, the normative references have been updated;

ra

— all references in the text have been updated;

ne

The main changes compared to the previous edition are as follows:

S
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Any feedback or questions on this document should be directed to the user’s national standards body. A
complete listing of these bodies can be found at www.iso.org/members.html.
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Introduction

Th

ISO 10140 (all parts) concerns laboratory measurement of the sound insulation of building elements
(see Table 1).

is

ISO 10140-1 specifies the application rules for specific elements and products, including specific
requirements for the preparation and mounting of the test elements, and for the operating and test
conditions. This document and ISO 10140-3 contain the general procedures for airborne and impact
sound insulation measurements, respectively, and refer to ISO 10140-4 and ISO 10140-5 where
appropriate. For elements and products without a specific application rule described in ISO 10140-1, it is
possible to apply this document and ISO 10140-3. ISO 10140-4 contains basic measurement techniques
and processes. ISO 10140-5 contains requirements for test facilities and equipment. For the structure of
ISO 10140 (all parts), see Table 1.
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ISO 10140 (all parts) was developed to improve the layout for laboratory measurements, ensure
consistency and simplify future changes and additions regarding mounting conditions of test elements
in laboratory and field measurements. ISO 10140 (all parts) aims at presenting a well-written and
arranged format for laboratory measurements.
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ISO 10140-1 is planned to be updated with application rules for other products.

Table 1 — Structure and contents of ISO 10140 (all parts)

Main purpose, contents and use

Detailed content

w
vie
re

ISO 10140-1

ap

Relevant
part of
ISO 10140

Appropriate references to ISO 10140-2 and
ISO 10140-3 and product-related, specific and
additional instructions on:
—

specific quantities measured;

—

boundary and mounting conditions;

—

size of test element;

ge

It indicates the appropriate test procedure
for elements and products. For certain types
of element/product, it can contain additional and more specific instructions about
quantities and test element size and about
preparation, mounting and operating conditions. Where no specific details are included, the general guidelines are according to
ISO 10140-2 and ISO 10140-3.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

General mounting and boundary conditions
General measurement procedure
Data processing

Test report (general points)

Definitions of main quantities measured

General mounting and boundary conditions
General measurement procedure
Data processing

S

—

additional specifics for test report.
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Definitions of main quantities measured
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operating
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It gives a procedure for impact sound insulation measurements according to ISO 101404 and ISO 10140-5. For products without
specific application rules, it is sufficiently
complete and general for the execution of
measurements. However, for products with
specific application rules, measurements
are carried out according to ISO 10140-1, if
available.

testing

ra

ISO 10140-3

It gives a procedure for airborne sound insulation measurements according to ISO 101404 and ISO 10140-5. For products without
specific application rules, it is sufficiently
complete and general for the execution of
measurements. However, for products with
specific application rules, measurements
are carried out according to ISO 10140-1, if
available.

conditioning,
conditions;

ne

ISO 10140-2

—

Test report (general points)
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Table 1 (continued)
Main purpose, contents and use

Detailed content

Th

Relevant
part of
ISO 10140

It gives all the basic measurement techniques —
and processes for measurement according
—
to ISO 10140-2 and ISO 10140-3 or facility
qualifications according to ISO 10140-5. Much
—
of the content is implemented in software.
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ISO 10140-4
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—
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—
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It specifies all information needed to design,
construct and qualify the laboratory facility,
its additional accessories and measurement
equipment (hardware).

—

Frequency range

Microphone positions
SPL measurements

Averaging, space and time

Correction for background noise

Reverberation time measurements
Loss factor measurements

Low-frequency measurements

Radiated sound
measurement

power

Test facilities, design criteria:
—
—

by

velocity

volumes, dimensions;

flanking transmission;
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ISO 10140-5

—

Definitions

—
—
—

maximum achievable sound reduction index;
reverberation time;

influence of lack of diffusivity in the
laboratory.

ge

—

laboratory loss factor;

Test openings:

—

other openings (windows, doors, small
technical elements);

ra

—

standard openings for walls and floors;

ne

—

filler walls in general.

—
—

loudspeakers, number, positions;

tapping machine and other impact sources;
measurement equipment.

Reference constructions:

vi
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curves.

reference

performance
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—

basic elements for airborne and impact
insulation improvement;
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Requirements for equipment:
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Acoustics — Laboratory measurement of sound insulation
of building elements —

1 Scope
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Part 2:
Measurement of airborne sound insulation
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me

This document specifies a laboratory method for measuring the airborne sound insulation of building
products, such as walls, floors, doors, windows, shutters, façade elements, façades, glazing, small
technical elements, for instance transfer air devices, airing panels (ventilation panels), outdoor air
intakes, electrical raceways, transit sealing systems and combinations, for example walls or floors with
linings, suspended ceilings or floating floors.

is

The test results can be used to compare the sound insulation properties of building elements, classify
elements according to their sound insulation capabilities, help design building products which require
certain acoustic properties and estimate the in situ performance in complete buildings.

ap

2 Normative references
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The measurements are performed in laboratory test facilities in which sound transmission via flanking
paths is suppressed. The results of measurements made in accordance with this document are not
applicable directly to the field situation without accounting for other factors affecting sound insulation,
such as flanking transmission, boundary conditions and total loss factor.

ge

The following documents are referred to in the text in such a way that some or all of their content
constitutes requirements of this document. For dated references, only the edition cited applies. For
undated references, the latest edition of the referenced document (including any amendments) applies.

ne

ISO 717-1, Acoustics — Rating of sound insulation in buildings and of building elements — Part 1: Airborne
sound insulation

ra

ISO 10140-1, Acoustics — Laboratory measurement of sound insulation of building elements — Part 1:
Application rules for specific products

ted

ISO 10140-4, Acoustics — Laboratory measurement of sound insulation of building elements — Part 4:
Measurement procedures and requirements

by

ISO 10140-5, Acoustics — Laboratory measurement of sound insulation of building elements — Part 5:
Requirements for test facilities and equipment

3 Terms and definitions

S

For the purposes of this document, the following terms and definitions apply.

EV

ISO 12999-1, Acoustics — Determination and application of measurement uncertainties in building
acoustics — Part 1: Sound insulation

ISO and IEC maintain terminological databases for use in standardization at the following addresses:
— ISO Online browsing platform: available at https://w ww.iso.org/obp
— IEC Electropedia: available at http://w ww.electropedia.org/
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